
RIM measurement

Measure Effective Rim Diameter in two steps.  Place your tape measure's start on an 
eyelet.  On the other side, swing  your tape measure back and forth until it gives a 
maximum eyelet to eyelet inner diameter.  Don't accept a skewed, shrunken measurement.

Be sure the start of the tape is on the eyelet, and then swing your eye back and forth over the eyelet.  
You want the eyelet to show no hole, but to be on the verge of showing one – a vertical view.

Looking directly down at it, get a good reading.  Looks like 602¼ here.  Maybe 602½ –
there's a sliver of hole visible.   Get a couple more readings to check.  You don't want
spokes sticking out the inside of the nipples, so round down.   Here you'd call eyelet to
eyelet diameter 602mm. That's the first step.

The second step is finding spoke penetration into the rim.  Put a mark
on the nipple where it exits the eyelet.  A felt tipped marker is non-
destructive and effective.  Measure from the mark to where you want the
spoke to end.  To get the diameter of the circle formed by the ends of the
spokes, multiply your measurement by two, because the extension is
true for both sides of the rim.  Then calculate ERD – Effective Rim

Diameter by adding this sum to the eyelet to eyelet measurement.  ERD is the big one.

For example:  3mm of nipple penetration on a 602mm eyelet-to-eyelet rim would equal 608mm ERD.

HUB measurement

Measure the hub spoke hole circle diameter
with a calipers.  Inside edge to outside edge
is the same as center to center, but without as
much guessing.

You also need the flange offset from the
center plane of the wheel.  For a symmetrical

wheel, get flange offset from center by dividing flange to flange by two. 

For a front wheel dished for a disk brake, or for a dished rear wheel. the center of the 
wheel is midway between the dropouts.  Measure the dropout spacing and divide by 
two to get the center line.  Then measure dropout to
each flange.  A trick to do this is to put the dropout
against the lower edge of a counter and measure.

To obtain the flange offset from center for each side,
subtract dropout to flange distance from the center.  Fantastic precision
is not required – this is the least important of the lengths.


